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Abstract
Harvesting energy from ambient structural vibration using piezoelectricmaterials gainedmassive
interest in the past decade. Piezoelectric harvesters can be incorporated inmany applications;
however, one of themain challenges to becomewidely adopted is to optimize their design for
maximumenergy harvesting. In this paper, we investigated energy harvesting from a piezoelectric
patch that is attached to a non-deterministic thin plate vibrating in bending. Energy harvesting from
six patch shapes (differing in the number of edges)was examined through a coupled-field finite
elementmodel. The thin plate was simply supportedwith nominal geometry andmaterial properties.
The plate’s dynamics were randomized by randomly distributing pointmasses on its bottom surface;
thismade the plate a non-deterministic subsystem. The design optimizationwas performed by
changing the shape of the piezoelectric patch and analyzing the ensemble response of the electrical
potential across the piezoelectric patch. The results show that piezoelectric patcheswith an even
number of edges exhibit higher performance in terms of energy harvesting.

1. Introduction

Modeling the vibration of structures in the high-frequency range is challenging. On the one hand, analytical
approaches have their limitations, and on the other hand, the computational cost offinite elementmodels can
become prohibitively expensive (especially at higher frequencies). Thus, using deterministicmethods becomes
less favorable and energy-basedmethods, such as Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA), come to the forefront [1]. In
particular, energy-basedmethods such as the SEA can be usedwhen themodal overlap factor (MOF) exceeds
unity. TheMOF is defined as the ratio between themodal bandwidth at the half-amplitude and the average
modal spacing [2] and it can be calculated as:

( ) ( )w wh=MOF n 1

where n is themodal density, i.e., the number ofmodes per unit frequency, h is themodal loss factor, and w is
the natural frequency in rad/s. For plates, themodal density n can be expressed analytically as:
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where S is the surface area, and r, h, and D are the density, thickness, and flexural rigidity, respectively. The
flexural rigidity is expressed as:
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where E and u are themodulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio (respectively) of the plate’smaterial.
TheMOF can be used to establish three frequency ranges: low-frequency range ( <MOF 1), mid-frequency

range ( < <MOF1 2), and high-frequency range. In the low-frequency range, individualmodes are well-
spaced, and the response exhibits distinct peaks. The dynamic response of the structure in the low-frequency
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range is not sensitive to uncertainties; hence, such a response can bemodeledwith element-basedmethods such
as the finite elementmethod (FEM). In the high-frequency range, the contribution of individualmodels
combines in the response and resonant peaks are no longer distinct. Figure 1 shows a representative frequency
response function (FRF) that exhibits the three frequency ranges. In themid-frequency range, themodal overlap
and/or loss factor are higher. This intermediate frequency range holds the characteristics of low-frequency;
however, themodal response begins to overlap, and it is not clearwhichmodes combine. At themid-frequency
range, amix of dynamic behavior is encountered where some sub-systems are large comparedwith awavelength
and thuswellmodeled by SEA, while other sub-systems are short comparedwith awavelength and are notwell
modeled by SEA [3].

In the low-frequency range, lowmodal overlapping occurs, themodes are distinct andwell-spaced; hence,
the system response has high variance. As theMOF increases, the variance of the response becomes very small as
highmodal overlapping occurs and no singlemode dominates the system response. Consequently, structures
vibrating in the high-frequency range are typically referred to as non-deterministic substructures (Non-DS).
These structures produce a vibration response that is sensitive to uncertainties and can be analyzed using SEA
[4]. The real-life response found inNon-DS can be achieved by randomly distributing pointmasses and/or
point springs on the structure to introduce uncertainties to the response. Uncertainties can also be simulated by
means of variabilities in structural damping, thickness,material density, and elasticity [5]. The utilization of FE
and SEA for hybrid vibration response analysis has been incorporated inmany researches in an attempt tomodel
high-frequency vibrations. For example, SEA and FE analyses (FEA)were used to obtain the ensemble-average
of the time-averaged vibrational response of dynamic systems [6]. The FEA-SEAmethodwas later extended to
obtain the structural responses of systems consisting of FE deterministic components and SEA components
under impulsive and transient loadings [7]. FEA and SEAwere also proposed as a hybrid technique to optimize
the accuracy of response prediction of beam-plate structures in themid-frequency range [8].

In the past decade, research into using piezoelectric energy harvesters (PEHs) to convertmechanical energy
into electrical energy has attracted considerable interest from researchers. PEHs exhibit high energy conversion,
are low cost, and can be easily fabricated. PEHs have been incorporated in various applications, including civil
structures such as buildings and bridges [9], aerospace [10], medical devices [11], and even in human body
movements [12]. Numerous investigations have been conductedwith the aimof optimizing the performance of
PEHs; this includes optimizing themechanical and electric components. Shafer et al [13] considered the
piezoelectric bimorph energy harvesters in beam applications. They optimized the thickness of the piezoelectric
layers relative to the total beam thickness, thus achievingmore power output. Chavez et al [14] optimized the
performance of PEHs by thermal-mechanical coupling. Deng et al [15] investigated the performance of a
cantilevered type PEHs and optimized the damping ratio and electromechanical coefficient formaximumpower
output. Also, Song et al [16] studied a cantilevered PEH and proposed an optimization strategy to achieve the
maximumpower output by adjusting the piezoelectric properties and the geometry of the piezoelectric layers.
Fan et al [17] proposed a hybrid energy harvester thatmaximizes the power output by integrating two
piezoelectric cantilever beams and an electromagnetic energy harvester to scavenge energy from low-frequency
and bi-directional excitations. Another optimization strategywas proposed byKim et al [18] to optimize the
performance of a cantilever-based PEHby devising amethod to prevent voltage cancellation and ensure that the
systemoperates in awide frequency band. The cantilever-based energy harvester inKim et al [18] operates by
shifting its resonant frequency. This was achieved by adjusting the location of the PEHbased on the expected
variations to the phase angle of the cantilevers. These researches have explored the performance optimization of
cantilevered type PEH at the dominant resonantmodes that are evident at the low-frequency ranges. However,

Figure 1. Frequency response based on themodal overlap factor.
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the performance of PEH in the high-frequency rangewhere the response ismore challenging tomodel due to
response uncertainties has not been investigated.

In this article, the performance of the ceramic type piezoelectric energy harvester attached to aNon-DS thin
rectangular plate was investigated using FEA. The performance of the PEHattached to theNon-DS platewas
investigated by employing an ensemble average response. Piezoelectric patches (which can have any of six shapes
differing in the number of edges)were attached to the simply supported thin plate. Randomly located point
masses are distributed on the plate to introduce uncertainty,making the system aNon-DS. The systemwas
subjected to a point force excitation, and the electric potential across the patchwas obtained. Later on, the
ensemble responses were analyzed to study the effect of piezoelectric shape on the developed voltage.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the constructionmethodology of the finite element
model of the piezoelectric energy harvesters attached on a non-deterministic rectangular plate including,
modeling,material properties,meshing, and boundary conditions. Aswell as, a description of the piezoelectric
effect equations adopted in the study. Section 3 compiles the results obtained from the simulation studies and
presents the analysis performed onMATLAB to investigate the response behavior. The paper endswith a
conclusion that includes a summary of thework performed throughout the study and presents the findings of
the research.

2.Methodology

ANSYSMechanical APDL® (ANSYS®)was used to simulate the dynamics of the thin plate and the piezoelectric
patches attached to it.

2.1. Piezoelectricmodel
The PEHutilizes the piezoelectric effect to generate an electric potential in response to appliedmechanical strain
on the plate’s upper surface, as illustrated infigure 2. The direct piezoelectric effect is used to describe the
interaction between stress, strain, charge, and electric displacement. The piezoelectric effect can be described in
strain-charge formusing:

{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } ( )= -S s T d E 4E T

{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } ( )e= +D d T E 5T

In equations (4) and (5), { }S is the elastic strain vector, { }T is the stress vector, { }E is the electricfield intensity
vector and { }D is the electricflux density vector. Thematrix [ ]sE is the elastic compliancematrix, [ ]d is the
piezoelectric strainmatrix and [ ]eT is the dielectric permittivitymatrix at constant stress. In ANSYS ®, the
elasticity equations of linear piezoelectricity are coupled to the charge equation of electrostatics using the
piezoelectric constants.

The direction of positive polarization coincides with the z-axis of a rectangular systemof x, y, and z axes (as
shown infigure 3). In the compressionmode, the coefficient d33 would indicate the polarization generated in the
z-direction per unit ofmechanical compression stress { }T applied in the z-direction to the piezoelectric body, or
the induced strain in z-direction per unit electricfield applied in the z-direction. The transversemode involves
the coefficient d31 that is the polarization developed in the z-direction per unit stress applied in the
x-direction [19].

2.2.Model construction
2.2.1.Model
The FEmodel consisted of a simply supported plate with a piezoelectric patch attached on its surface. Six
different patch shapes weremodeled in order to study their performance concerning the change in the patch
shape. The 1060 aluminumalloy plate had a thickness of 1mm,while the piezoelectric patches had a thickness of

Figure 2. Illustration of the piezoelectric effect.
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0.5mmand all had the same surface area (i.e., same volume andmass). The piezoelectric patches were located at
¾of both the plate’s length andwidth, as shown infigure 3. This would allow capturing the bending ofmore
bendingmodes within the specified frequency range. To induce randomness in the plate, 30 pointmasseswere
distributed randomly on 90%of the plate’s inner area. The totalmass of the pointmasseswas 30%of theweight
of the plate. The randomization of the pointmasses created uncertainties in the structure that induce the effect of
infinite plate structures which in turn produced the response ofNon-DS. Figure 3 presents the benchmark
model adopted for this study. Figure 4 presents the six shapes that are considered in this study. The piezoelectric
material of the piezoelectric patches used in themodel is the ceramic type piezoelectric PZT-5A that is polarized
along the z-axis (offigure 3). Thematerial properties of the aluminumplate are compiled in table 1 below and
those of the PZT-5A are compiled in table 2.

Figure 4.Dimensions of the six proposed piezoelectric shapes.

Figure 3.Piezoelectric energy harvester attached on a thin non-deterministic rectangular plate.

Table 1.Material properties and dimensions of
the plate.

Length 100 cm

Width 120 cm

Thickness 0.1 cm

Material 1060AluminumAlloy

Modulus of Elasticity 70GPa

Poisson’s Ratio 0.33

Density 2700 kgm−3
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2.2.2. Element types andmeshing
Four element types were used to construct the FEmodel: SOLID185 for the plate, SOLID5 for the piezoelectric
patch,MASS21 for the pointmasses, andCIRCU94 for the external resistance. Information about the selected
elements and their capabilities can be found inANSYS® theory reference [21]. SOLID185 is a 3D structural solid
element and is defined by eight nodes having three translation degrees of freedom (DOFs) at each node. SOLID5
is a 3D coupled-field solid element that has structural and piezoelectric field capability with coupling between
bothfields. SOLID5 has eight nodes with up fourDOFs at each node: three translationDOFs and electric
potential DOF. Themesh of the FEmodel is illustrated infigure 5.

2.2.3. Boundary conditions
The FEmodel included amechanical boundary condition on the plate and an electrical boundary condition on
the piezoelectric patch. Since 3D elements only have 3 translationDOFs and do not have any rotational DOFs,
modeling simply supported boundary conditions using these elements could be complicated. Therefore, the
plate was simply supported by constraining the displacementDOFs of the lower edges of the plate, as shown in
figure 3. This approach gives a similar boundary condition to the simply-supported boundary condition that is
usually appliedwhen considering plate elements. As for the electrical boundary condition, the nodes on the
upper surface of the piezoelectric patchwere coupled to have the same electric potential. Consequently, the
surface nodes would act as one node, and the voltage would be the same throughout the surface, as shown in
figure 3. Similarly, the nodes on the bottom surface of the patchwere coupled to have the same electric potential;
this is set to zero since this was considered as the electric ground.

2.2.4. Electric circuit connection
Figure 3 also shows themodeling of the electric circuit used in the FEmodel tomeasure the electric potential
produced by the piezoelectric patch. The electric circuit wasmodeled by creating electrodes at the lower and
upper surfaces of the patch. The nodes at the bottom surface were coupled and electrically grounded, whereas
the nodes at the top surfacewere coupled to the same voltage. A high resistive loadwas then connected between
the top and bottom electrodes of the piezoelectric patch, and ultimately, the electrical potential could be

Figure 5. FEmodelmeshing.

Table 2.Material properties of PZT-5A [20].

Material Property Coefficient Value

ComplianceMatrix ( - m10 12 2/N) =s s11 22 16.4

s12 -5.74

=s s13 23 -7.22

s33 18.8

=s s44 55 47.5

s66 44.3

Relative PermittivityMatrix

( ·e = -8.854 10o
12F/m)

e e=11 22 1730

e33 1700

Piezoelectric StrainMatrix ( -10 12 C/N) =d d15 24 584

=d d31 32 -171

d33 374

Density (kg -m 3) r 7750
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obtained at the top electrode. Figure 6 shows aflowchart of the undertaken procedures performed throughout
the FEmodeling.

3. Results and analysis

MOFcalculations of the proposed FEmodel were conducted to gain an insight into themost proper frequency
range to use in the simulations. TheMOF specifies the frequency at eachmodewhich in return identifies the
number of vibrationmodes within the selected frequency range. TheNon-DS plate is typically subjected to
structural uncertainties; therefore, one has to ensure that a proper frequency range is selectedwhereby the non-
deterministic behavior can be observed. A 5% loss factor ( )h was selected; this corresponds to a damping ratio

( )z of 2.5%, since h z= 2 .The plate was subjected to a point force excitation of 10N and the frequency range
defined for the harmonic analysis was from0–1200Hz. Around 20 bendingmodes could be capturedwithin the
selected frequency range. TheMOFwas calculated using equations (1)–(3). Theflexural rigidity was calculated
using equation (3). A value of ·6.546 Pa m3 offlexural rigidity was obtained and substituted in equation (2) to
calculate themodal density. Themodal density was retrieved from equation (2)was equal to /0.0765 modes Hz
and substituted in equation (1) to calculateMOFover the entire frequency range.

As for the natural frequency equation of themn-thmode for simply-supported rectangular plates, it is
expressed as:

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥ ( )w

r
p p

= +
D

h

m

L

n

L
6mn

x y

2 2

Where subscripts m and n refer to the half-wave number in the x and y directions. Lx and Ly are the length of
the plate in the x and y directions. This equationwas used to predict the amount of bendingmodes occurring
within the specified frequency range.

Amodal analysis was performed prior to the harmonic analysis to identify and analyze the natural
frequencies andmode shapes of the plate. Such analysis is crucial to visualize themode shapes of the structure
and ensure that the PEHwill experience strain and thus effectively convertmechanical energy into electric
power. For the harmonic analysis, 20 runswere performed for each piezoelectric patch shape. The 20 responses
were then averaged to obtain the ensemble average response.

Figure 6.APDL code sequence flowchart.
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3.1.Wavelength calculations
In order to assure amaximumvoltage generation, the plate’s bendingwavelength deformationwas calculated
and comparedwith the dimension of the six piezoelectric patches attached to the plate. The calculations were
performed for the highest frequency (1200Hz in this study) to obtain the shortest wavelength deformation. The
plate’s bendingwavelength deformationwas calculated using the following equation:

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )l p

w
=

D

m
2 7

p
2

1
4

Where D is theflexural rigidity, mp is themass of the plate and w is the frequency in /rad s.The bending
wavelength deformation of the plate was found to be equal to 8.63 cm and it was observed that the plate’s
wavelength deformation is above the size of the six piezoelectric patches.

Additionally, the number of elements per wavelengthwas calculated using:

( )l =
L

m

2
8m

x

( )l =
L

n

2
9n

y

Where lm and ln are respectively thewavelengths in the x and y directions. At themaximum frequency of
1200 Hz (shortest wavelength), themode shape function had the numbers ofmaximum =m 17 or =n 17.
Thewavelengths in the x and y directions were equal to 117.6 mmand 141.2 mm respectively. Thus, the
commonly applied rule of thumb to use at least six elements per wavelengthwas practiced in this study. The
values obtained from the equations above show that in order to have six elements per wavelength, the element
sizemust be around 19.6 mm. In this study, the element size used tomesh the FEmodel was 12 mm.

3.2.Driving point response
To investigate the vibrational behavior of the structure, the driving point receptancewas analyzed. Figure 7
shows the driving point receptance of the plate when attached to different piezoelectric patches (shapes and
dimensions are infigure 4). For each piezoelectric patch, 20 simulationswere conductedwith randompoint
masses attached to the plate. Figure 8 compiles the average driving point receptance of the six piezoelectric
patches. Examining the driving point receptance clearly shows that the structure has low-variance in the low-
frequency range, whereas the variance ismuch higher in themid-and high-frequency ranges (above 400Hz).

3.3. Electrical potential response
Figure9 shows the electrical potential responses ( )EP for the 20 randomized structures (for eachof the sixpatch
shapes). Thepeaks couldbe seenoccurring at thenatural frequencies of the structure,whichwereobserved infigure7.
In the low-frequency range, the resonancepeaks aredistinct,whereas, in thehigh-frequency range, the resonancepeaks
areno longerdistinct.Athigh frequencies, the lengthof thebendingwavelengthbecamecomparable to thedistances
between the randompointmasses, and thus, the structure’s responsebecamemore sensitive to structural uncertainties
which in turn increases thevariance.The response at the low-frequency range (i.e., lowMOF)hadhighvariance,while
at thehigh-frequency range (highMOF), low response variance couldbeobserved.The average responsewas smoothed
out as the systemvibrates at higher frequencies.Thepowerdissipatedover theplate’s resistorwas calculated for all the
patches.Theaveragepoweroutputwaspotted against the frequency andpresented infigure10.

3.4. Cumulative power response
Cumulative frequency analysis was performed to getmore insight into the performance of the six patch shapes
within different frequency ranges. Figure 11 depicts the cumulative frequency average power ( )CFAP . It was
obtained by calculating the integral of the power response ( )P over the studied frequency range ( )f as:

( ) ( )ò=CFAP
f

P f df
1

10i

i f

0

i

where fi= 1, 2, 3K1200
Fromfigures 11 and12 itwasobserved that the quadrilateral patch exhibited thehighest performance at lowand

high frequencies. Thepiezoelectric performanceof the octagonal and triangular patcheswas 9%and15% lower than
that of the quadrilateral patch, respectively. Itwas also deduced that theperformanceof the octagonal patchwasbetter
than that of the triangular patch.However, at the frequency range 150–600Hz, the triangular patchdemonstrated a
better efficiency, but it decreased as the systemvibrates at higher frequency ranges.As for thedodecagonal and
circular patches, they somewhat showeda similar performance, especially at a higher frequency.However, itwas
observed that the circular patchhad the lowest overall piezoelectric performance at both lowandhigh-frequency
ranges.Additionally, the cumulative power average showed thatmore efficient piezoelectric performance couldbe
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Figure 7.Driving point receptance of the six shapes and their ensembled average response.

Figure 8.Compiled average driving point receptance of the six patch shapes.
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achieved as the systemvibrated at a lower frequency.Overall, it couldbededuced that thepiezoelectric patcheswith
an evennumber of edges possessed abetter energyharvesting characteristic.Nevertheless, the performanceof these
patches declinedby increasing thenumber of edges.The same case applies topatcheswith anoddnumber of edges.

Figure 9.Electrical potential ensemble and average responses of the six patch shapes.

Figure 10.Compiled power ensemble average response of the six patch shapes for R=1000 ohms.
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The effect of the infinite plate structures can be further approached by inducingmore randomness to the
structure. The randomized condition of the plate structure creates the response uncertainties required to
approach the effect of an infinite plate; that in turn, generates the response of aNon-DS. To promote further
dynamic randomization, the structure was subjected to 20 time-harmonic randomly located point forces each of
5N. The 30 randomly located pointmasses are still attached to the plate. Figure 13 is an illustration of the
randomly distributed point forces. Under this excitation condition, the performance of the proposed PEHs
attached to the host plate was investigated by employing the ensemble average response. The ensemble responses
were then analyzed to further investigate the effect of the piezoelectric patch shape on the developed voltage.

Figure 11.Cumulative frequency average power.

Figure 12.NormalizedMaximumcumulative voltage for the six patch shapes.
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Figure 13.Randomdistribution of the point forces on the thin plate structure.

Figure 14.Electrical Potential responses of the six piezoelectric shapes attached to a randomly excited plate.
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Figure 14 shows the ensemble electrical potential responses of the six proposed shapes. The average responses
for the power output are plotted together infigure 15.

Figure 16 shows the cumulative frequency average power CFAPof the six piezoelectric shapes. This plot
givesmore insight into the performance of the piezoelectric shapes at different frequencies. In theCFAPplot, it
could be noticed that the performance of the piezoelectric patches was higher in the low-frequency range as the
resonant peaks of the low-frequency rangeweremore distinct and contributed to higher amplitudes. As for the
overall performance, the dodecagonal patch exhibited the highest performance, followed by the triangular
patch, with the latter contributing to higher performancewithin the low- frequency range. The circular patch
had the lowest harvesting performance in the overall frequency range.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the energyharvesting performanceof piezoelectric patcheswithdifferent shapes that are attached to a
thinnon-deterministic platewas investigated. Six shapeswere investigated: triangular, quadrilateral, pentagonal,

Figure 15.Compiled power average response of the six piezoelectric shapes attached to randomly excited plate for R=1000 ohms.

Figure 16.Cumulative frequency average power of the piezoelectric shapes attached to a randomly excited plate.
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octagonal, dodecagonal, and circular. Thepurpose of this investigationwas to define the shapeof thepiezoelectric
harvester that possesses thehighest energyharvesting performance.Afinite elementmodel constructed inANSYS®

wasused to simulate the systemat hand.Thedynamics of thehost platewere randomizedby randomlydistributing
pointmasses on theplate to achieve the characteristics of thenon-deterministic substructure.Theplatewas simply
supportedonall edges and subjected to apoint force excitation. In addition, themodal overlap factorwas analyzed in
order to identify theproper frequency range touse. Itmust benoted that theorientation and locationof thepatches
are important for low-frequency energyharvesting.However, for ahigh-frequency response of anuncertain
structure, the orientationdoesnot affect the ensemble average. In thiswork, theorientationwasmaintained for all
patcheswhereone side of thepatch is alignedparallelwith theplate’s side.The electrical potential response developed
across thepiezoelectric patchwas obtained and analyzed. Itwas found that the quadrilateral shapehas thehighest
performance at various frequency ranges,while the circular patch is the lowest.However, an increase in the
performanceof thedodecagonalwasnoticed as thehost platewas subjected to randompoint force distribution.
Overall, itwas deduced that theperformanceof piezoelectric harvesters couldbeoptimizedbyusing shapeswith an
evennumberof edges.

Data availability statement

The data that support thefindings of this study are available upon reasonable request from the authors.

Appendix

The elasticitymatrix specifies the stiffness [ ]cij or the compliance coefficients [ ]s .ij The formused for the
elasticitymatrix utilizes the compliance form and is input as:

⎡

⎣

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥

[ ] ( )=s

s s s
s s s
s s s

s
s

s

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

A1

11 12 13

21 22 33

31 32 33

44

55

66

The piezoelectricmatrix can be input as either a stressmatrix [ ]e or a strainmatrix [ ]d .The stressmatrix is
associatedwith the input of the anisotropic elasticity in the stiffness form [ ]c ,while the strainmatrix
corresponds to the input of the elasticity in the compliance form [ ]s .The piezoelectricmatrix is input in the
strain from [ ]d as:

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥[ ] ( )=d

d
d

d d d

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0

A2
15

24

31 32 33

Ansys can convert the piezoelectric strainmatrix [ ]d to a piezoelectric stressmatrix [ ]e using the elasticity
matrix [ ]c by:

[ ] [ ][ ] ( )=e c d A3

As for the dielectricmatrix, it uses the electric permittivity and is input as a dielectric permittivitymatrix at
constant stress [ ]e :T

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥[ ] ( )e

e
e

e
=

0 0
0 0
0 0

A4T
11

22

33

ANSYS can transform the dielectricmatrix at constant stress [ ]eT to a dielectricmatrix at constant strain
[ ]eS by:

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ( )e e= - e d A5S T T
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